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gMed Announces Innovative Analytics Tool

Deep focus into medical practice operations and clinical outcomes through innovative
technology.

Weston, FL (PRWEB) October 08, 2013 -- gMed, the industry’s leading gastroenterology specific EHR
provider, announced its newest innovation, gInsights: an advanced business and clinical intelligence platform
that offers physicians a detailed picture of trends and patterns related to their patients and practice. By
compiling and analyzing a wide set of integrated data including clinical quality, patient satisfaction, financial
performance, operational efficiency, population management and regulatory compliance, gInsights is able to
provide intelligence in order to make better business decisions.

“Our ability to combine data from all aspects of a gastroenterology practice will help clients develop the
necessary changes to be the leaders within their regional markets,” said Samuel Rubinsztain, Vice President of
Product Development at gMed. “Creating a gastroenterology data set as dynamic and large as our client base
will help each of our clients identify ways to become more efficient and better at their specialty.”

gInsights allows practices to use comprehensive information, such as financial and clinical data, to make smart
business decisions. This along with other real time data, which would typically take months to collect and
review, is now readily available to physicians and administrators at their fingertips.

gMed will unveil its new capabilities at the American College of Gastroenterology (ACG) Annual Scientific
Meeting and Postgraduate Course in San Diego, CA on October 11-16 in the exhibit hall.

General availability of gInsights begins in the first quarter of 2014.

To find more information about gInsights, visit www.gmed.com or http://www.gmed.com/services/ginsights/.

gMed provides the gastroenterology industry with a fully integrated platform consisting of an Electronic Health
Record, Endoscopy Report Writer, Practice Management Solution and a Patient Portal. Fully scalable through
the cloud or using an on-site server, gMed’s products are all Meaningful Use Certified and ICD-10 ready.
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Contact Information
Jessica Naftaniel
gMed
http://www.gmed.com
954-659-9310

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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